Multi-Function Poles

HUB.Pole

The HUB.Pole is a beautifully simple and internationally
recognised Multi Functional Pole System that offers
greater flexibility and greater value to this product
category.

The HUB UMS has allowed HUB to provide a more
cost effective, more functional, more flexible and more
universal solution to those seeking the distinct advantage
offered by this type of public domain infrastructure.

The HUB.Pole is a modular system that starts as an
elegant and inexpensive column which, via the addition
of the unique HUB Universal Mounting System (UMS),
becomes a fully capable, MFP System, that can
accommodate all current and future urban pole mounted
accessories.

The HUB UMS is only applied when needed and can be
added or removed at any time.

The HUB.Pole accommodates Lighting, Traffic signals,
Signage, Banner, CCTV, Solar and Telecommunication
accessories and can be custom modified to suite the
needs of your project.
The HUB.Pole Multi Functional Pole System combines
a multitude of street pole functions onto a single,
beautifully designed structural urban element.
The HUB.Pole system is a fully modular system that can
be adapted to the needs of any modern city, both now
and in the future. It is fully flexible in terms of:
· Pole Height
· Pole Diameter
· Accessories accommodated immediately
· Accessories accommodated in the future
· Ability to customise the aesthetics to suit
the character of each city
SYSTEM
The heart of the HUB.Pole system is the UMS, or
Universal Mounting System.
The HUB UMS is a patented and easy to install mounting
hub which gives the system its multi functionality. This
represents a distinct advancement away from the
traditional track based system and the inherent flaws
associated with this design approach.
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The HUB UMS accommodates Lighting, Traffic, Signage
and Telecommunication accessories. The HUB UMS is
a structurally capable and easy to install element that
provides maximum flexibility in terms of the broad range
of accessories available, their mounting height and their
orientation.
ACCESSORIES
The HUB.Pole system is designed to accommodate the
complete range of pole mounted accessories typically
found in the modern public domain. In addition, the HUB.
Pole can be modified to accommodate an even greater
range of accessories that may be required now, or in the
future.
Please contact us to discuss your specific requirements
and we would be happy to work with you to find the
solution you are after.
VARIATIONS
The HUB.Pole can be customised to ensure it becomes a
unique expression of your project.
The HUB.Pole can provide a strong opportunity for any
Authority or Council seeking to create a unique sense of
place in any public development or City.
Key elements of the system that allow an opportunity
towards this end include feature lighting, base cladding,
finishes and light outreaches.

